
 

JANUARY  2019 – Humenne / SLOVAKIA 
Sunday 

It was time to fly Slovakia . Everybody in our group was excited because it 
was our first trip to Slovakia . Firstly , we took bus from Tefenni to 
Antalya . Time came and we were ready for flight . Our route was 
İstanbul ,Turkey and then Kosice .We arrived in İstanbul at 15.35 . We 
waited there for 4 hours for our flight . It was 19.40 when we got to Kosice . 
A man  was waiting for us at the airport to take us to the Humenne . Our 
first impression about Humenne was very good . Because it is surrounded 
by trees and it has a great nature . It is also a silent and peaceful city . 
Everybody was tired and we went to our rooms . 

 



Monday  

We had a visit to the school , Zakladna Skola Dargovskych Hrdinov 19 066 
68  and after a short walk we were at school . First, we went to school hall 
for welcome ceremony . We watched presentations prepared by Slovakian 
students  and wonderful Slovakian traditional folk dances by professional 
dancers  . Then , the teachers from all groups came together in Science 
Teacher’s room  and we , students , went to see classes followed our 
guides . During the visit to school we got information about school’s 
activities . We got pleasure with all of these new informations . We met with 
other students and made good friendships .Then , it was time for lunch at 
school canteen . After our lunch at school canteen , we had a short break to 
talk with teachers and students. Now , it was time for new useful 
informations on water cycle , water pollution and ecological footprint . We 
got pleasure with all of these new informations . Finally , we turned back to 
hotel and after short rest we had our dinner .After dinner , we  went our 
rooms to have a sleep for start a new workshops , visits and new 
informations next day .  

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

Tuesday 

Good Morning everybody ! It is 7 o’ clock and we are ready for the new day 
and its surprises ☺  We had breakfast at 07.45 am. And then we took on 
bus to visit the water treatment plant Humenne . Firstly , we had great 
information on this center and water cycle , we got pleasure with all of 
these new informations . And then we had guided tour through the Center 
and its major attractions .It was the first time for us to see how dirty water 
got to be clear enough to even drink it from tap at homes. After wonderful 
sightseeing at water treatment plant Humenne , we took bus to Kosice , 
second biggest city in Slovakia . Our first stop was at a cathedral, We 
bought our tickets and then we had guided tour through the magnificent 
cathedral , Waoww we  were very excited. We got a lot of important 
information from our guide about all details of this cathedral.After guided 
tour in cathedral , we started to climb to cathedral tower , there were too 
many stairs and when we reached the top of the tower we were all tired 
but we think it is worth experiencing.After wonderful panorama from the 
tower , we walked in the city and visited the Muzeum of Kosice .All 
countries went to the shopping mall , We went to a big and an interesting 
retaurant to have lunch . After lunch we were free to walk around and to do 
shopping , especially for some souvenirs. Finally we got on the bus and 
turned back to Humenne ,  to the hotel.After dinner at hotel  ,we went our 



rooms to have a rest and sleep for start a new visits and new informations 
next day .  

 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 

Wednesday 

Day started with a good breakfast. After a short chat with other groups 
while drinking coffee , we walked  to school to start another exciting open 
lesson in Science classroom . After that , we attended workshop on STEM 
learning and got new informations how to prevent flooding . we all got 
usefull tips to use . We were so pleased these all wonderful informations . 
Then , it was time for lunch at school canteen . After our lunch at school 
canteen , we had a short break to talk with teachers and students. Now , it 
was time for new useful informations on cleaning the ocean and new tips 
and useful tips for STEM learning . After these learnings  , Mr . Miroslav 
and Mrs . Jana presented short descriptions of important places of Starina 
and Domasa , primary and secondary source of drinking water of east 
Slovakia . We got pleasure with all of these new informations .Then , all 
groups took a short way for visitting great Muzeum of Humenne .Finally , 
we turned back to hotel and after short rest we had our dinner .After dinner 
, we  went our rooms to have a sleep for start a new workshops , visits and 
new informations next day .  



 



 

 



 



 



 

Thursday 

It was early again to have a bit long journey. But I think it is worth 
experiencing . Because we were going to visit amazing Starina and Domasa 
water  barriers , primary and secondary source of drinking water of east 



Slovakia . Waoww we are very excited ☺  After breakfast we got on the 
buses to start our amazing journey. We are in Domasa in the end ☺  We 
began to walk around on the Domasa barrier .It was freezing cold but 
worth experiencing because it was the first time for us to be on such a 
wonderful and big barrier.After ,we visited a place which generating 
electricity from water . We got a lot of important information from our guide 
about all details of this unit of the barrier . We saw big generating electricity 
machines . We were so pleased these all wonderful informations .Then , we 
took on bus to Starina Barrier , it was also worth experiencing to be 
there.We had guided tour there. Waoww , it was  wonderful ☺  Finally we 
got on the buses and turned back to Humenne ,  to the hotel. It was the last 
day as being alltogether .Because after our tour today, we , Turkish Team , 
were going to leave in the early morning . It was a sad time ☹  We liked 
eacother very much and we hope to see them all soon . We had our dinner 
at hotel with all groups and after dinner we played traitional games with 
other countries . After games , we huged and kissed all countries and said 
good bye but it was sad time for us and  we  went our rooms to have a 
sleep for tomorrows long journey . See you all sooner . 
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